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Abstract: The nanostructuring of a sensing membrane is performed through colloidal nanosphere
lithography (NSL) techniques with a tiny polystyrene nanobead template 100 nm in size. The
solvent ratio adjustment has been proven to be effective in assisting the monolayer deposition of
small templating particles with minimal defects. Two distinct structures, namely, a billowy gold
nanostructure (BGN) where the nanobead template is left unetched and a gold nanoframe array
(GNA) with a regular ring-like structure after template removal, are used for the extended-gate
field-effect transistor (EGFET) electrodes. The GNA structure generates an electroactive surface area
significantly (~20%) larger than its geometrical area as well as a greater surface roughness than the
BGN. When integrated with the portable constant voltage–constant current (CVCC) FET circuitry
for pH screening to determine the optimized measurement conditions for H2O2 sensing, the GNA
sensing membrane also shows more improved Nernstian sensitivity at ~50 mV/pH than the BGN
electrode. The more optimized sensitivity is then proven using the GNA in the detection of H2O2,
the most common representative reactive oxygen species (ROS) involved in the environment, food,
and neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson´s and Alzheimer´s diseases. The GNA electrode
has a sensitivity of 70.42 mV/log µM [H2O2] and a limit of detection (LoD) of 1.183 µM H2O2. The
integrated ion sensing system employing unique, highly ordered gold array gate electrodes and a
portable CVCC circuit system has shown a stable real-time output voltage signal, representing an
alternative to bulky conventional FET devices for potential on-site H2O2 detection.

Keywords: gold nanoframe array (GNA); nanosphere lithography (NSL); ion sensor; H2O2 sensor;
field-effect transistor (FET); constant voltage–constant current (CVCC)

1. Introduction

The measurement of ions in samples at low concentrations with rapid and accu-
rate responses has been an important approach, with comprehensive impacts in various
fields, such as biomedical research and diagnostics [1,2], environmental control [3,4], and
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food safety [5,6]. An ion-selective field-effect transistor (ISFET) is highly regarded as the
earliest and most robust solid-state ion sensor typically incorporating an ion-selective
membrane [7]. In a practical application, an extended-gate field-effect transistor (EGFET)
has been widely employed as an ISFET structure alternative since it allows the direct
measurement of samples only in contact with the gate part, which provides insulation
and encapsulation of the device and electric connection from the solution and protects the
device from liquid penetration [8]. Among the myriad of highly conductive gate materials,
gold has drawn tremendous interest due to its high conductivity, excellent stability in harsh
chemical reactions and the environment, and exceptional biocompatibility [9–11]. With
the high price of bulk gold, the implementation of nanogold has created an economical
solution for sensing material fabrication. Importantly, gold nanostructures have provided
a remarkable surface area to volume ratio, which apparently reinforces signal acquisition
and reduces the content of the materials required for the same surface area [12,13].

Well-ordered arrays of nanoparticles have been highly recognized for their paramount
properties in sensing technology applications, such as in optical [14,15], electrochemical [16],
and field-effect transistor platforms [17–19]. Standard photolithography is applied to tune
the nanodimensional size, shape, and interstitial spacing. However, this is a diffraction-
limited approach in terms of the final resolution due to the wavelength of light used to
expose the photoresist [20]. Electron-beam lithography, despite resulting in a high aspect
ratio, requires long writing times and is highly expensive for producing gold nanoarrays
at a cm2 scale and for mass production [21]. Moreover, the conventional lithography
procedure must be conducted in a strictly controlled and high-cost clean-room facility,
which requires capital investment, making it less than accessible to non-microelectronic
researchers. Some alternatives have been proposed to overcome these disadvantages,
such as soft lithography, which refers to the production of a mask or mold, typically
with a flexible or soft substrate such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for replicating a
nanoscale structure [22]. However, although soft lithography is considered inexpensive
and less complicated and can be performed in a standard laboratory, elastic substrates
are vulnerable to deformation, leading to nanopattern misalignment. Among these pre-
existing nanopatterning methods, colloidal nanosphere lithography (NSL) has appeared
as a potentially inexpensive and environmentally friendly approach in producing highly
periodic arrays of nanoparticles with a distinct size, combining the advantages of both
top-down and bottom-up approaches. The NSL process is simply initiated by masking
the substrate with a polystyrene nanobead template to pattern the underlying substrate
with desired materials [23–25]. In our previous works, we successfully integrated NSL
by drop casting polystyrene nanobeads (with sizes from 500 nm down to 100 nm) onto a
solid substrate with a cm2 scale area in a monolayer hexagonal close-packed arrangement.
Followed by the deposition of gold thin films with different techniques, e.g., spin coating
and thermal evaporation to various thicknesses, a number of gold nanoarray structures,
such as gold nanohoneycombs for electrochemical and FET-based DNA sensors and metal
films over nanosphere (MFoN) electrodes for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)
substrates with prominent sensing performance, were generated [26–28].

H2O2 has long been considered a reactive oxygen species found in a number of
chemical reactions and biological processes applied in a wide field of studies. For instance,
in food safety control [29] and environmental screening, free radical compounds can be
formed in air and aquatic environments, which can cause acid rain from the oxidation
of sulfur dioxide (SO2) in hygroscopic aerosols [30]. In human health, H2O2 is involved
in neuropathology and central nervous system impairment, such as in Parkinson’s [31]
and Alzheimer’s [32] diseases. It has also been reported that H2O2 has been found as an
oxidative product in living cell metabolism, with a wide range of concentrations from pM
to mM [33–35]. Therefore, rapid, sensitive, and accurate H2O2 detection has become a
crucially demanding parameter in diverse fields of application. Various strategies such
as titrimetric, chemiluminescence, optical, electrochemical, and FET sensors have been
reported to determine H2O2 concentrations [36,37]. However, most of the proposed works
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still employ large instrumentation, expensive and unstable reagents, and indirect and
time-consuming procedures.

Herein, we report a demonstration of the real-time and rapid measurement of ion
concentrations from pH and H2O2 detection using a highly periodic 2D array of gold
nanostructures, namely, a gold nanoframe array (GNA) electrode, to be compared with a
billowy gold nanostructure (BGN) as extended-gate field-effect transistor (EGFET) elec-
trodes measured by a portable constant current–constant voltage (CVCC) circuit system.
Nanostructuring is achieved by a low-cost NSL approach to fabricate subnanometer-scale
gold nanoarrays with an extremely high electroactive area. The CVCC setup in this study
is applied to eliminate the need for a bulky device and lengthy data analysis time after
standard current from drain to source and voltage from gate to source (IDSVGS) signal
recording, as well as to provide stable, real-time, and rapid ion screening [38]. The inte-
grated system successfully demonstrates improved sensitivity and straightforward, rapid,
and stable real-time ion detection over a wide dynamic range.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Polystyrene (PS) nanospheres with a diameter of 100 nm, phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) tablets, Au evaporation slug, and hydrogen peroxide solution (H2O2) were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Toluene, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for
substrate cleaning were purchased from Avantor (Radnor, PA, USA). Indium tin oxide (ITO)
on a glass substrate with a thickness of 0.7 mm and sheet resistance of 7 Ω/square was
purchased from Uni-Onward (Taipei, Taiwan). Potassium chloride (KCl), sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS), potassium ferricyanide (K3Fe(CN)6), hydrogen chloride (HCl), and sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) were purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). The deionized
water used in the entire experiment (resistivity at 25 ◦C = 18.2 MΩ·cm) was obtained from
a Milli-Q system.

2.2. Apparatus

The hydrophilicity of ITO on a glass substrate was obtained through cleaning with an
oxygen plasma cleaner from Harrick Plasma (New York, NY, USA). The morphological
and topological properties of the electrodes were characterized by field emission-scanning
electron microscopy (FE-SEM, HITACHI S-4700, Tokyo, Japan) with an energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) system from Oxford Instruments (High Wycombe, UK) and
atomic force microscopy (AFM, Innova B067-Bruker Corp., Camarillo, CA, USA). Cyclic
voltammetry (CV) for electroactive surface area determination was conducted using a
PGSTAT101 Metrohm Autolab (Herisau, Switzerland). The ion sensing measurement was
performed by a portable constant voltage–constant current (CVCC) circuit with product
number BCS V2, from eBio Technology Inc. (New Taipei City, Taiwan) with a multichannel
FET sensor connected to a WiFi wireless module.

2.3. Methods
2.3.1. BGN and GNA Electrode Fabrication and Surface Characterization

The electrode surface nanostructure was templated using 100 nm diameter polystyrene
nanobeads following our previously reported studies [26,28,39]. A 5 nm Au film was
deposited onto the nanobead-covered ITO surface through a thermal evaporation process
using a 2 nm Cr adhesion layer. The sensing area was defined in a circle area with d = 2 mm
and mounted on a printed circuit board (PCB). The substrates were divided into two groups:
one group proceeded with polystyrene nanobead etching with toluene, creating a periodic
gold nanoframe array (GNA), and the other group was left without nanobead etching,
generating a billowy gold nanostructure (BGN). The morphological characteristics of the
substrates from each stage of modification were screened with AFM and FE-SEM with EDX
analysis. The electroactive surface areas of the BGN and GNA electrodes were determined
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using cyclic voltammetry (CV) with potentials between −0.1 and 0.6 V, tested in a solution
containing 5 × 10−6 mol/cm3 K3[Fe(CN)6] under a series of increasing scan rates.

2.3.2. pH Measurement Using BGN and GNA Electrodes in the CVCC Circuit

To investigate the influence of the pH of the background buffer solution, the fabricated
electrodes were immersed into a solution containing 50 mL of 10 mM H2O2 with various
pH values ranging from pH 4 to pH 10, achieved by pH fixation with HCl and NaOH. The
measurement was performed for 30 min for each pH value, and the last 10 output voltage
points of the triplicate measurements using different sensing substrate produced under
identical conditions, were extracted and plotted. The system was adjusted to measure
1 point per minute, and the measurement was performed with a fixed voltage across the
gate and drain at 0.5 V, and a drain current at 100 µA.

2.3.3. H2O2 Detection using BGN and GNA Electrodes in the CVCC Circuit

The electrodes were immersed in a series of H2O2 concentrations prepared in 0.01× PBS
(pH 7.4) as the background electrolyte with a total volume of 40 mL. The tested H2O2
aliquot ranged from 10 µM to 100 mM. The setup of the CVCC circuit used to record the
output voltage versus time and the data point analysis is similar to the pH measurement
mentioned above. The comprehensive experimental setup is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the real-time H2O2 sensing setup using a billowy gold nanostructure
(BGN) and gold nanoframe array (GNA) extended-gate field-effect transistor (EGFET) integrated
with a portable constant voltage–constant current (CVCC) circuit system.

3. Results and Discussion

The deposition of monolayer polystyrene nanobeads onto the substrate is crucial in the
initial stage of nanostructuring, while tiny particles with d < 200 nm exhibit a high tendency
for forming clusters and multilayers [40]. The step-by-step surface nanostructuring is
displayed in Figure 2. Starting from the bare ITO in Figure 2a, a cleaned ITO substrate
was prepared before PS nanobead deposition. The transfer of the nanobeads results in a
considerably monolayer coverage with minimum template dislocations on the hydrophilic
ITO substrate as shown in Figure 2b. In working with small particles (d = ~100 nm), an
equal portion of water facilitates faster ethanol evaporation. In addition, the surface tension
is dominantly governed by the solid-to-liquid ratio (R) of the solid and liquid volume,
creating a specific curvature of the liquid that should be maintained as positive [41]. In
this work, we used an equal water-to-ethanol ratio of the nanobead mixture during the
drop-casting method to facilitate obtaining the lowest energy configuration that leads to
free diffusion of the particles across the substrate by providing a sufficient solvent amount
to form a convex hull for monolayer deposition onto the substrate. Figure 2c showing the
gold film-covered nanobeads on the ITO substrate concomitantly revalidates successful
nanobead template transfer onto the ITO surface as well as the uniform Au film coverage
onto it as observed in a higher resolution of SEM image than that of Figure 2b before
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Au film deposition. In most of the previously published works, NSL is incorporated in
spin-coating, drop-casting, and dip-coating of larger nanobead templates with the reported
typical defect-free (nanosphere polydispersity, site randomness, point defects (vacancies),
line defects (slip dislocations), and polycrystalline domains) areas in the µm2 range [42].
With the approach of maintaining an equal solvent component ratio in the drop-casting
method, we obtained a comparably high nanobead coverage area of ~6 µm2 with minimum
site randomness and point defects (vacancies) using particle sizes as small as 100 nm.
Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 2c, the billowy structure was evenly formed by the
Au film due to the thermal evaporation process. It is observed that the gold film more
predominantly covers the curvatures and the interstices between adjacent nanobeads
rather than directly on the ITO, as seen by the brightness contrast in the few point defect
sites. A contrast is seen in Figure 2d after nanobead template etching, which created a
highly regular lattice of hexagonal Au nanoframes with a diameter of ~80 nm/frame in a
considerably large surface area with only a minimum number of dislocated sites.
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Figure 2. Field emission-scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) micrographs of (a) bare ITO,
(b) polystyrene (PS) nanobead-covered ITO, (c) billowy gold nanostructure (BGN), (d) gold
nanoframe array (GNA), and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) spectra of (e) bare ITO, (f)
PS nanobead-covered ITO, (g) BGN, and (h) GNA.
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The surface nanostructuring stage is later validated with the EDX analysis. In the bare
ITO substrate, the dominant elements of Sn, In, and O are observed in the EDX spectrum,
as shown in Figure 2e. In contrast, after nanobead deposition onto ITO, the elemental
percentage of ITO is noticed to be very low, while C, mainly composing the polymeric
nanobead, is prominent as displayed in Figure 2f. The compositional analysis further shows
that the Au particle percentage in BGN, as shown in Figure 2g, is nearly twice lower (with
a value of 16.84%) than that in GNA, as shown in Figure 2h, which reaches the value of
30.64%. The honeycomb-like nanoframe array results from the highly regular and repetitive
evaporation of gold in a considerably large area with a significant gold element percentage,
indicating the suitability of the process for high-throughput fabrication. The overall NSL
procedures only require less than 5 min to simultaneously deposit the monolayer PS
nanobead onto two targeted ITO substrates. The reproducibility of the BGN and GNA
electrodes’ morphology under different production batches is presented in FE-SEM graphs
in Figure S1 (Supplementary Information).

The topological observation by AFM denotes that the BGN structure in Figure 3a
exhibits a less spikey texture than the GNA structures that have noticeable protruding
spicules, as shown in Figure 3b, mostly formed by the Au film that filled the void between
the two nanobead templates after the etching process. This topography is linearly associ-
ated with the surface roughness properties, given by the Rq values of 4.71 nm for BGN and
7.32 nm for GNA. The higher surface roughness of GNA is significantly assisted by the
etching of the templating particles and the strong adhesion of thermally evaporated gold,
leaving firm regular ring-like arrays that are potentially beneficial for improved electron
transport, ion penetration, and molecular entrapment.
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Figure 3. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) surface roughness profiling of (a) billowy gold nanostructure (BGN) and (b) gold
nanoframe array (GNA) structures.

In addition to determining the distinct Au array configuration and the Au particle
percentage, surface roughness measurements were performed to validate the total usable
nanostructured surface area for a larger sensing site as well as to overcome the challenge of
ion interference during the measurement [43]. The two nanostructures were then subjected
to cyclic voltammetry analysis using an ionic redox probe at a series of scan rates. In all
the ITO, BGN, and GNA electrodes, as seen in Figure 4a–c, the peak current gradually
increased with increasing scan rates. The increment of the current range (y-axis) is recorded
with each stage of surface modification from bare ITO, BGN, and finally, GNA structures.
This finding is correlated to the transformation of the surface morphology and topology in
each surface modification, from bare ITO owning a planar 2D surface, BGN with its 3D
curvy structure, and finally GNA with its larger surface area produced by its regular ring-
like structure. The higher surface area in GNA allows a more intense redox reaction, which
consequently requires higher currents in cyclic voltammetry. As shown in Figure 4d–f,
the plot of the extracted anodic currents is linear with the square root of scan rates in the
range 50–800 mV/s, reflecting the characteristics of a quasi-reversible diffusion-controlled
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electrode process [44]. The surface area calculation is performed using the Randles–Sevcik
formula as follows [27,45]:

Ip =
(

2.69× 105
)

n
3
2 AD0

1
2 Cv

1
2 (1)

where Ip is the peak current, n is the number of electrons transferred, A is the dimensional
surface area, v is the scan rate, D0 is the standard diffusion coefficient, equal to 7.6 × 10−6

cm2/s for K3Fe(CN)6, and C is the concentration of the K3Fe(CN)6 redox probe in the
solution. Through this calculation, we observed a gradual increment of the electroactive
surface area; 0.010, 0.017, and 0.037 cm2 for the bare ITO, BGN, and GNA electrodes,
respectively. A comparison is made over the original geometric area, where the GNA
dramatically increases the surface area by ~20%. The findings adequately support the
morphological properties, as well as the surface roughness analysis via FE-SEM and AFM,
and the GNA structure achieves optimized surface characteristics for ionic analyte sensing.
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Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms and the linear relations of the anodic peak current against the
scan rate’s square root of the (a,d) bare ITO, (b,e) billowy gold nanostructure (BGN), and (c,f) gold
nanoframe array (GNA) electrodes.

After surface characterization, the BGN and GNA electrodes were then tested in
a portable CVCC circuit for the detection of pH to optimize the H2O2 measurement
conditions. The CVCC circuit is explained in detail in [38]. The output voltage measurement
with a series of pH values ranging from pH 4 to 10 in the background solution of 10 mM
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H2O2, as shown in Figure 5a,b, shows that the voltage rapidly decreased from pH 4
to 10 in BGN and GNA. The real-time measurement from the 10-min output voltage
reading at each pH reveals that the CVCC circuit is highly stable, as indicated by the low
standard deviations in both nanostructures. The Nernstian response of the pH sensitivity
using the GNA electrode is higher, at ~50 mV/pH, as shown in Figure 5c, than that
using the BGN electrode, which only reached ~32 mV/pH. Moreover, this result suggests
that a neutral solution was the most optimized condition for the CVCC setup for H2O2
detection. Furthermore, by applying neutral pH as the background solution, we attempted
to avoid the net balance charge (in the use of basis as the background solution) or the
charge accumulation effects (in the use of acids as the background solution). It has been
reported that the hollow structure in FET electrodes assists molecular and ionic transport
at nanoscale dimensions and provides additional functional layers such as natural ionic
membranes [46]. Moreover, wider diffusion of the H+ ions coupled to the floating gate
applied by the CVCC circuit in this measurement setup could be obtained in GNA with its
highly ordered cavities than in the BGN structure where a more concentrated ionic current
occurs. In contrast, in GNA, the ionic current flows freely when the electrostatic potential
across the Au ring array or volume exclusion and ion adsorption is altered [47].
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Figure 5. Real-time measurement of pH in 10 mM H2O2 and the respective calibration plots per-
formed by a portable CVCC circuit using the (a,c). billowy gold nanostructure (BGN) and (b,d). gold
nanoframe array (GNA) electrodes.

The changes in output voltage were used to monitor the responses of the BGN and
GNA electrodes upon the addition of H2O2 at various concentrations in real-time. The signal
corresponding to H2O2 was extracted using the change in voltage (∆Voutput = VH2O2 − VBlank),
where VBlank is the output voltage from the measurement of 0.01× PBS without H2O2
and VH2O2 is the output voltage from the measurement of 0.01× PBS after the addition
of a particular H2O2 concentration. Figure 6a,b presents the output voltage signal from
both the BGN and GNA electrodes under different H2O2 concentrations in 0.01× PBS,
exhibiting a trend of increased voltage with increasing H2O2 concentration in a fixed
duration of the measurement, which may be ascribed to the presence of positive charges
after H2O2 is introduced onto the interface [37], which will be explained in detail later.
The results indicate that the GNA electrode has a higher output signal response range
than the BGN electrode based on the detection of a series of H2O2 concentrations over
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a dynamic range of 10 µM to 100 mM, which may cover the H2O2 concentration range
in both medical and environmental applications [33–35,48]. The sensitivity calculation
derived from the linear fitting in the calibration plots in Figure 6c,d demonstrates that the
GNA electrode presented a significantly higher sensitivity (~56%) than the BGN electrode.
In the statistical analysis of H2O2 detection, all the standard deviations in the calibration
plots were taken from triplicate measurements on an electrode fabricated and treated under
similar conditions. The long-term stability of the sensors is tested in an hour measurement
of 10 µM H2O2 in pH 7.40, as shown in Figure S2 (Supplementary Information). It is
indicated that the GNA reaches faster stability than the BGN structures. Moreover, rigorous
stability is also shown until the measurement completed in an hour. This supports the
findings in the GNA’s higher electroactive surface area than the BGN, as well as the higher
surface roughness facilitating more uniform ionic distribution at the interface. The limit of
detection (LoD) was approximated from the minimum concentration of H2O2 solution that
changed the output voltage signal under CVCC measurement, equivalent to three times
the average background noise in the pure background solution (blank). In this study, the
LoD calculation results in a lower value of 1.183 µM for GNA electrodes, while a higher
LoD of 2.065 µM is obtained by the BGN electrode.
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The findings in Figure 6 are supported by a schematic mechanism of H2O2 detection in
neutral pH solution as shown in Figure 7. In our FET setup, the interfacial reaction comes
from several phenomena [49]. First, it is initiated from the occurrence of water electrolysis
events due to the electrical polarization at the surface as follows:

6 H2O→ O2 + 4 H3O+ + 4 e− (water oxidation)

4 H2O + 4 e− → 2 H2 + 4 OH− (water reduction)

Second, the self-ionization of water:

2 H2O↔ H3O+ + OH−
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Third, when the H2O2 is introduced to the interface, the additional oxidation
reaction occurs:

H2O2 + 2 H2O→ O2 + 2 H3O+ + 2 e−

From those reactions, the hydronium ions (H3O+) are highly produced and lead to
the local pH drop. The positive charge accumulation results in the wider depletion layer
on the FET channel because the Vref is a negative voltage. Subsequently, the current flow
from drain (D) to source (S) drops. This state will be feedback information to increase the
drain voltage to maintain the FET in the “on-state” condition and consequently triggers
the increment of the output voltage.
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A comparison of the proposed EGFET sensor system for H2O2 detection with other
systems is listed in Table 1. In terms of sensing performance, there are some aspects to be
improved compared to other methods. Nevertheless, the proposed measurement system
in this research using the CVCC method leads to a fully portable design and low-power
sensor platform. The circuit board power and data communication are connected by a
universal serial bus (USB) cable from a laptop or by WiFi connection. Moreover, the signal
acquisition software is user friendly, customized, and can be fully operated from a laptop.

Table 1. Comparison of FET-based H2O2 sensors in terms of sensing structure, measurement technique, portability,
and performance.

FET Sensor Structure Measurement
Technique Portability Quantification

Performance Ref

Remote Pt gate electrode (electroactive
gate MOSFET) Vth measurement No Tunable sensitivity:

221–720 mV/decade [50]

rGO FET with a back gate Vth measurement No ∼40 µM [51]

Electrochemical Field-Effect Transistor
(ElecFET) Vth measurement No Measurement range:

1–150 mM [49]

Polypyrrole Nanotube Embedded
rGO FET IDS measurement No LoD: 100 pM [52]

Pd Nanoparticle at
Polypyrrole/Polyacrylonitrile

Nanofibers
IDS measurement No LoD: 1 nM [53]

MOS2/rGO FET IDS measurement No LoD: 1 pM [37]

Cytochrome c modified single-layered
graphene FET IDS measurement No LoD: 100 fM [54]

Gold nanoframe array on EGFET Vs on CVCC system Yes Sensitivity: 70 mV/decade
LoD: 1.183 µM This work
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4. Conclusions

This work presents a real-time, straightforward, miniaturized, and reliable sensing
system for pH and H2O2 detection. Nanoscopic manipulation to create two distinct
structures of ordered 2D gold arrays in subnanometer interstitial dimensions is achieved by
NSL, enabling both bottom-up and top-down approaches of nanostructuring through a cost-
effective and simple process with potential for high-throughput fabrication. The GNA, with
its regular ring-like and spikey morphology produced by polystyrene nanobead template
removal after gold film deposition, shows more prominent results in ionic screening by pH
and H2O2 measurements due to its higher electroactive surface area than the BGN with
periodic golden ball-like Au nanofilms covering the nonetched nanobead template. The
integration of nanostructured electrodes with a portable multichannel CVCC circuit has
realized a real-time and stable ion sensing system as an alternative to bulky conventional
FET measurement systems and opens up the possibility for multiplex in situ detection
in a remote and harsh screening environment. Further development would target the
application of low-dimensional gate materials, such as graphene or carbon nanotubes
(CNT) targeting the improvement of the LoD and sensitivity, as well as the realization of
the wireless data acquisition and full integration to the smartphone app.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2227-904
0/9/2/37/s1, Figure S1. The FE-SEM graphs showing the reproducibility of the fabricated electrodes
with BGN structure from production in (a) Batch 1 and (b) Batch 2, in tilting position; and GNA
structure from production in (c) Batch 1 (d) and Batch 2, captured in the same magnification. Figure
S2. A one-hour measurement of using 10 µM H2O2 in pH 7.40 using BGN and GNA electrodes
performed by a portable CVCC circuit.
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